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ABSTRACT Spectroscopy of horseradish peroxidase with and without the substrate analog, benzohydroxamic acid, was
monitored in a glycerol/water solvent as a function of temperature. It was determined from the water infrared (IR) absorption
that the solvent has a glass transition at 170–180 K. In the absence of substrate, both the heme optical Q(0,0) absorption band
and the IR absorption band of CO bound to heme broaden markedly upon heating from 10–300 K. The Q(0,0) band broadens
smoothly in the whole temperature interval, whereas the IR bandwidth is constant in the glassy matrix and increases from 7
to 16 cm1 upon heating above the glass transition. Binding of substrate strongly diminishes temperature broadening of both
the bands. The results are consistent with the view that the substrate strongly reduces the amplitude of motions of amino
acids forming the heme pocket. The main contribution to the Q(0,0) bandwidth arises from the heme vibrations that are not
affected by the phase transition. The CO band thermal broadening stems from the anharmonic coupling with motions of the
heme environment, which, in the glassy state, are frozen in. Unusually strong temperature broadening of the CO band is
interpreted to be caused by thermal population of a very flexible excited conformational substrate. Analysis of literature data
on the thermal broadening of the A0 band of Mb(CO) (Ansari et al., 1987. Biophys. Chem. 26:337–355) shows that such a state
presents itself also in myoglobin.
INTRODUCTION
Globular proteins must maintain a three-dimensional struc-
ture and simultaneously exhibit conformational flexibility.
This is true for all proteins, but the relationship between
dynamics and protein function has received much attention
in heme proteins. Kinetic measurements of CO recombina-
tion in myoglobin after photolysis has lead to the view of
conformational substrates and energy barriers (Frauenfelder
et al., 1994). Whereas the properties of hemoglobin and
myoglobin have been extensively studied, a comparison
with other heme proteins is one way to examine how protein
dynamics vary, how physical parameters of the heme are
influenced by these fluctuations, and how important for the
protein functioning their dynamics are.
From this point of view, horseradish peroxidase (HRP)
can give an interesting perspective. One major difference
from hemoglobin and myoglobin is that a variety of differ-
ent bulky substrates can bind to HRP. On the basis of x-ray
analysis it was concluded that the aromatic substrate analog,
benzohydroxamic acid (BHA), binds in a hydrophobic
pocket near the heme crevice, but that little structural rear-
rangement is seen in the amino acids directly involved in
binding to the heme (Henriksen et al., 1998). However,
BHA can affect the heme in several ways other than direct
contact. In the substrate-free enzyme there is a channel from
the aqueous solution to the heme group (Gajhede et al.,
1997). BHA seems to extend into the channel, and the
location and coordination of waters are also influenced upon
substrate binding around the heme (Henriksen et al., 1998).
Therefore, it follows that it may influence the heme by
changing the amplitudes of various distortional modes of
the heme periphery, and also the positional fluctuations of
the surrounding amino acids and water molecules. Because
the fluctuating amino acids and water molecules produce a
varying internal electric field in the heme crevice (Kushku-
ley and Stavrov, 1997; Laberge et al., 1999), a change in
these fluctuations can be expected to affect the observed
spectral line widths. BHA, with its own charge distribution,
may also directly affect the spectral properties of the heme
by coulombic effects (Kaposi et al., 2001).
In this study we are discussing the use of the spectral
features of the CO-heme complex to study the dynamics of
HRP. Particular attention is given to the effect of substrate
and the interactions of the protein with the glycerol/water
solvent. The CO complex of ferrous HRP is low spin and
has two very well known spectroscopic markers: the optical
Q(0, 0) band and the infrared (IR) stretch of CO. The
Q(0, 0) optical band is formed by the S03 S1 electronic 
3 * transition of the heme (Gouterman, 1978). The CO IR
absorption band corresponds mainly to the stretching C-O
vibration. Their positions and widths are controlled by the
protein environment of the heme (Gouterman, 1978; Park et
al., 1991; Ray et al., 1994; Kushkuley and Stavrov, 1996,
1997; Phillips et al., 1999; Manas et al., 1999). Therefore,
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they can be used as probes of both the structure and dy-
namics of the heme pocket.
The hypothesis is that at high temperature there is a wider
distribution of conformations that will produce a broadening
of both these spectral marker bands. As temperature de-
creases, the protein adiabatically relaxes to lower energy
states, and the band should narrow. At lower temperatures
(170–180 K for glycerol/water) the solvent forms a glass,
protein large-scale motions are damped, and the protein
retains the conformations that it exhibits at the temperature
of the glass formation. We are asking whether the two
spectral markers are affected by the protein and the solvent
matrix in the same way. The experimental data are inter-
preted using quantum chemical calculations (QCC), vi-
bronic theory of activation (VTA), method of moments, and
general theory of optical absorption band shape.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Water was deionized and then glass-distilled. Sodium dithionite and HRP
type C was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). HRP was
purified as described by Kaposi et al. (1999) based upon the procedure of
Paul (1958). The CO derivative of HRP was prepared as follows. The
solvent (60% glycerol/water v/v) was aspirated to remove dissolved gases
and 300 ml was placed in a 25-ml round bottom boiling vessel fitted with
a vertical extension with an offset loop to contain dry components and a
valve to close the vessel from the atmosphere. Lyophilized HRP (5 mg) and
5 mg of solid sodium dithionite were placed in the loop. CO was introduced
to the vessel for 15 min at 8–10 psi. After 15 min, the dry components
were introduced to the solution and mixed by swirling. The solution
became bright orange/red and this color deepened in intensity over time.
The solution was allowed to remain in the CO atmosphere for 30 min, after
which the vessel was opened and the sample was immediately placed into
the cell holder. The final pH was adjusted to be 6.0.
Spectroscopy
IR spectra were obtained with a Bruker IFS 66 Fourier transform IR
instrument (Bruker, Brookline, MA) as described by Kaposi et al. (1999).
A Hitachi PerkinElmer (PerkinElmer Instruments, Shelton, CT) absorption
instrument was used to take the visible absorption spectra. For both
instruments, a transmission cell holder with CaF2 windows was used to
hold the sample. The path length was 100 m for the optical experiments
and 200 m for the IR measurements. The temperature of the sample was
regulated by a top-loading OmniPlex cryostat (APD Cryogenics, Allen-
town, PA). The spectra were obtained in the sequence of high temperature
to low temperature at 10° increments starting at 290 K. The rate of cooling
was 1°/min. The lowest temperature obtained was 11–13 K. In some
experiments, absorption spectra were again taken as the temperature
warmed up. No irreversible effects were seen.
Glass-liquid phase transition
To determine the solvent glass-liquid phase transition, the OH stretching
frequency of the solvent water was measured. OH is hydrogen-bonded to
other groups, and the strength of the hydrogen bonds in general increases
as temperature decreases. As the strength increases, the band shifts to lower
frequency (Jeffrey, 1997). The OH stretching band of HOH, centered at
3400 cm1, is a composite band which consists of antisymmetric and
symmetric stretching modes. However, for HOD in a predominantly DOD
solution, the composite OH stretches are decoupled and the resulting band
from DOH arises from a simple OH stretch. Therefore, to determine the
glass-liquid transition, the sample was suspended in D2O and deuterated
glycerol. The residual water in the protein and the solvent gave rise to the
OH stretching band. There was a shift to lower frequency in this band as
the temperature decreases, consistent with increased hydrogen bonding
with lowering temperature. Plotting the peak intensity of the band allows
us to identify the glass transition at Tc  170–180 K (Fig. 1).
QCC
QCC of the Fe(II)(P)(Im)(CO) electronic structure, population of i-th
orbital of CO (qi), and their dependence on the electrostatic interactions are
performed using the intermediate neglect of differential overlap (INDO)
version of molecular orbital (MO)-linear combination of atomic orbitals
approach (Bacon and Zerner, 1979; Anderson et al., 1986; Edwards et al.,
1986; Du et al., 1991). This type of approach is based on the self-consistent
solution of the Hartree-Fock equation with the inclusion of all the one-
center exchange terms necessary for rotational invariance and accurate
spectroscopic predictions, as well as an accurate description of integrals
involving three-dimensional atomic orbitals. In the INDO technique the
one-center core integrals are obtained only from ionization potentials. In
this work the spin-restricted Hartree-Fock method is used and the calcu-
lations were performed using Mataga-Nishimoto parameterization. For the
INDO QCCs, the ZINDO program, kindly supplied by Dr. M. Zerner,
Department of Chemistry, University of Florida, is used.
To calculate orbital electron density transfers to and from CO the MOs
obtained by the INDO calculations are rewritten in the basis of the
eigenfunctions of the free CO and atomic functions of other atoms. Then
the occupations of the CO eigenfunctions in the complex are calculated as
the Mulliken population of the corresponding orbitals.
Chemical VTA by coordination
Vibronic theory of chemical activation by coordination is described in
detail elsewhere (Stavrov et al., 1993; Kushkuley and Stavrov, 1996,
1997). Its main idea is to make a bridge between the widespread MO
description of the electronic structure, as well as the coupling of electronic
states with the nuclear configuration described by the vibronic coupling
theory.
FIGURE 1 Temperature dependence of OH stretch. HRP concentration:
2.4 mM in 40% D2O and 60% deuterated glycerol. Absorbance, arbitrary
units, at 3400 cm1.
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In particular, it was shown using VTA that the following expression for
the force field constant of the normal vibration Q in the -th electronic state
can be written:
K  
i
qi
ki, (1)
in which qi
 is the population of i-th orbital in the -th electronic state and
ki is the second-order orbital vibronic constants. It follows from this
expression that the dependence of the force field constant K on the
structure of any compound in any  electronic state is mainly controlled by
the MO populations, qi
.
Spectral analysis
Spectral analysis is performed using method of moments. Zero, first, and
second moments of a band are (Lax, 1952):
Mo Fd
M1
1
M0 Fd (2)
M2
1
M02Fd M12.
Zero moment equals the intensity of the band, the first moment is a center
of gravity of the band, and second moment describes its width. In the case
of a Gaussian band, the first moment coincides with the band maximum
position, whereas
M2
G
2
8 ln 2
, (3)
where  is the full width at half maximum of the band.
Temperature dependence
Temperature dependence of the first three moments of the absorption bands
is interpreted using of theory of vibrational structure of optical absorption
band (Lax, 1952; Markham, 1959; Perlin, 1964; Rebane, 1970). The
simplest results were obtained in the Condon approximation (the dipole
transition moment does not depend on the nuclear coordinates) for a
transition between the ground and excited electronic states, which are
linearly shifted one with respect to another along a number of normal
coordinates. It was shown that in this case the zero and first moments of the
band (or number of bands, corresponding to the same electronic transition)
do not depend on temperature, whereas the second moment has a very
specific temperature dependence:
M2 A1 
i
Bi
2

2mii
cothi2kT. (4)
In Eq. (4) A1 is the temperature independent contribution, which stems
from an inhomogeneous distribution or some other mechanisms and is
always non-negative; Bi is a linear constant of electron-vibrational inter-
action with i-th normal coordinate, which causes shift of the excited state
in respect to the ground one in the i-th direction; and i and mi are
frequency and reduced mass of a vibration along this normal coordinate.
The weak or moderate dependence of dipole transition moment on
nuclear coordinates causes a temperature dependence of M0 and M1,
whereas the temperature dependence of M2 has the same form as in Eq. (4)
(Markham, 1959).
In the case of electron-vibrational coupling with high-frequency vibra-
tion (hv 		 kT) the light absorption corresponding to one electronic
transition usually leads to a number of bands (Rebane, 1970). These bands
are the zero-(high-frequency) vibration band and a number of satellites;
each satellite corresponds to excitation of the respective number of high-
frequency vibrations. Eq. (4) describes temperature dependence of the second
moment of all of these bands together and not of each of them. However, each
such band is formed by electron-vibrational interaction with the same lower-
frequency vibrations. Therefore, they have close shapes, this phenomenon
being called a similarity law (Rebane, 1970). Hence, M2 of each band can be
described by the same Eq. (4), where contributions of only lower-fre-
quency vibrations are taken into account. The visible spectra of the proteins
under consideration represent a nice example of the spectrum, described
above, with the Q(0, 0) band being the zero-(high-frequency) vibration
band. Thus, M2 of this band can be described by Eq. (4) (Sanfratello et al.,
2000), in which summation is over lower-frequency vibrations.
To fit the M2 temperature dependence, the sum over contributions from
different vibrations is substituted for interaction with one vibration with an
effective frequency of  and reduced mass of m (Cupane et al., 1988)
M2 A1
B1

coth kT, (5)
where
B1
2
2m i Bi2. (6)
It was shown, using double adiabatic approximation (Rebane, 1970), that
temperature dependence of an IR band can be interpreted using the theory
developed for the optical absorption spectra. Consequently, Eqs. (4) and (5)
are valid for describing the temperature dependence of an IR absorption
band if two criteria are satisfied: 1) the excited state of the active vibration
is weakly populated; and 2) there is linear anharmonic coupling of the
active vibration to lower frequency vibration(s).
RESULTS
HRP(CO) visible absorption spectra
Visible absorption spectra of the HRP(CO) complex in
glycerol/water are shown in Fig. 2 for the temperature range
of 12–290 K. The spectra show two bands in visible
region, typical of low-spin hypsoporphyrins (Gouterman,
1978). The peak maximum of the Soret (not shown) is at
423 nm and the two visible absorption bands are at 541 nm
(18,484 cm1) and 572 nm (17,470 cm1), respectively, are
the same as reported previously at room temperature for this
compound (Tamura et al., 1972). As temperature is lowered,
the Q(0,0) band becomes narrower, with a small shift in
absorption maximum to lower frequency.
Absorption spectra of the HRP(CO)-BHA complex in
glycerol/water are shown in Fig. 3 for the temperature
range of 12–280 K. The presence of BHA causes a split
in the band spectra as was shown in a previous paper
(Kaposi et al., 2001). This work also showed that a split
in the band occurred upon binding naphthohydroxamic
acid. A pronounced effect of binding this same substrate
on the Q band splitting of Mg-mesoporphyrin-HRP was stud-
ied and discussed earlier by Balog et al. (1997, 2000).
It is well known (Gouterman, 1978) that the Q band
borrows intensity from the B band because of the electron-
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vibrational interaction with high-frequency vibrations. This
interaction, for example, causes appearance of the Q(0–1)
satellite. It hardly contributes to the Q band shape temper-
ature dependence, because vibrational quanta of these high-
frequency vibrations are 	1000 cm1. Therefore, band
shape of each satellite is controlled by the low-frequency
vibrations for which Condon approximation can be used.
Consequently, the Eqs. (4)-(6) can be used to interpret the
experimentally observed temperature dependence of M2.
This conclusion is supported by the experimental data on
M1 (Fig. 4 A) and M0 (not presented), which show that their
temperature dependencies are weak.
The experimental data obtained for both compounds in
the glassy state (T 
 Tc) were successfully fitted using Eq.
(5), the results of the fitting procedure being presented on
Fig. 4 B, and the parameters are presented in the Fig. 4
figure legend.
Temperature dependence of the CO IR
absorption band of HRP(CO)
The IR absorption band of CO bound to ferrous HRP is
located at 	(CO)  1903 cm1 (Fig. 5 A). This value
FIGURE 2 Optical absorption of CO-HRP at pH 6.0 in glycerol/H2O.
Temperature from top to bottom: 290, 280, . . . , 30, 20, and 12 K.
FIGURE 3 Optical absorption of CO-HRP-BHA at pH 6.0 in glycerol/
H2O. Temperature from top to bottom: 290, 280, . . . , 30, 20, and 12 K.
FIGURE 4 Temperature dependence of M1 (A) and M2 (B) of the optical
absorption Q(0, 0) band of HRP(CO) () and HRP(CO)-BHA (f): exper-
imental data and fit of the experimental data at T 
 Tc using Eq. (5) (solid
curve). The data are determined from the spectra shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Parameters for HRP(CO) and HRP(CO)-BHA are respectively A1 
0.7  104 and 2.6  104 cm2; B1 1.4  10
6 and 0.7  106 cm3; and h
150 cm1.
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reproduces the value within 1 cm1 observed by previous
workers for the enzyme in aqueous solution (Barlow et al.,
1976; Smulevich et al., 1986; Uno et al., 1987). The protein,
purified as described in Methods, shows a single IR absorp-
tion band within the resolution of the spectrum. This peak
could be fit to a single Gaussian function, as indicated by
the good agreement between the datapoints and the solid
line, which represents the fitted curve. As temperature is
reduced from 290 K to 12 K, full width at half maximum of
the CO absorption band decreases from 16 to 7 cm1, but
the position of the peak remains at 1903 cm1.
The CO band for the HRP(CO)-BHA tertiary complex is
given in Fig. 5 B. The absorption maximum at 290 K is at
1911 cm1, which is in agreement with a previous study
(Uno et al., 1987). The peak narrows from 9 to 6 cm1, full
width at half maximum, in going from 290 to 20 K. A peak
seen at 1903 cm1 has the same position and temperature
dependence as the substrate-free protein (Fig. 4 A). There-
fore, this peak likely arises from some protein molecules
that are not substrate bound. Consequently, the spectra were
fitted to two Gaussians, the low energy one had position and
width equal to those of the free BHA protein. The spectral
features are summarized in Table 1.
HRP(CO) manifests a low frequency compared with
other heme proteins, 	(CO)  1903 cm1. Evangelista-
Kirkup et al. (1986) and Smulevich et al. (1986) suggested
that this frequency reduction is caused by the hydrogen
bond between the proximal histidine and aspartate
(Asp235). To check this assumption we used INDO QCC
(see Materials and Methods) to determine the effect of the
formation of this bond on the electron density transfer to
and from coordinated CO. The presence of a carboxyl
oxygen atom participating in the hydrogen bond was sim-
ulated by location of a unit negative charge at 2.9 Å from
the distal nitrogen of the proximal histidine (N
). It follows
from the calculations, that the hydrogen bond increases the
population of the antibonding 2 CO orbital by 0.06 e,
population of the 5 CO orbital being hardly affected.
Using VTA theory we ascertained that this increase in the 
backbonding is expected to decrease 	(CO) by 29 cm1.
This result shows that formation of the hydrogen bond
mainly contributes to the 	(CO) reduction.
	(CO) is much higher than the energy of thermal motion
at room temperature. Thus, its excited vibrational states are
hardly populated even at room temperature and barely con-
tribute to the formation of the corresponding IR absorption
band. We assume that the anharmonic coupling is weak
enough to be reliably described in the linear approximation
(Rosenfeld and Stavrov, 1994; Bitler and Stavrov, 1999).
This assumption is strongly supported by the experimentally
observed independence of M1 of the CO band of HRP(CO)
of temperature (see Fig. 6 A). Independence of temperature
of M0 (not shown) indicates also that the Condon approxi-
mation must reliably describe the temperature dependence
of the IR CO band of CO complexes of HRP. Consequently,
both criteria mentioned in Methods are fulfilled. Hence, the
results of theory of vibrational structure of optical absorp-
tion band and, in particular, Eqs. (4)–(6) can be used to
interpret temperature dependence of the first three moments
of the IR CO band. In these equations, Bi is a constant of the
linear anharmonic coupling of the CO vibration to some
other i-th vibration. It can be a vibration of the heme or its
environment (protein amino acids or solvent molecules).
However, both the experimental temperature dependen-
cies of M2 of HRP(CO) and HRP(CO)-BHA (Fig. 6) cannot
FIGURE 5 Temperature dependence of the IR absorption of CO bound
to Fe(II)HRP. Protein concentration: 2.4 mM. Solvent was glycerol/H2O.
Temperature from top to bottom: 290, 270, . . . , 50, 30, 12 K (A)
Substrate-free protein. Solid line is the Gaussian fit to the datapoints. (B)
Protein with substrate. BHA was at 3.0 mM. Thick line shows the
Gaussian component of the major peak, and thin line is the fit to two
Gaussian components.
TABLE 1 Spectral Features of CO-Fe(II)HRP
Conditions
T
K
	CO
cm1
FWHM
cm1
Q(0,0)
cm1
FWHM
cm1
Glycerol/H2O 290 1903 16 17375 505
12 1903 7 17450 280
glycerol/H2O BHA 290 1911 9 N.D. N.D.
12 1916 6 N.D. N.D.
N.D.: Not determined because of a split origin.
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be fitted in the frameworks with Eq. (5) without invoking
some additional mechanism, contributing to the CO band
broadening.
Therefore, we assumed that the properties and, in
particular, CO band shape of HRP are affected by the
glass-liquid phase transition. This assumption is strongly
supported by the fact, that M2 is constant at T 
 Tc and
sharply increases upon heating at T 	 Tc (Fig. 6 B).
Therefore, M2 temperature dependence must be assigned
to the interaction with large amplitude (low-frequency)
motions of the heme environment, which are controlled
by the glass-liquid phase transition. Upon cooling the
sample below Tc, these vibrations are frozen in into the
glassy matrix and M2 remains constant, being equal to its
magnitude at Tc. In the liquid state at T 	 Tc amplitudes of
these vibrations increase upon heating, increasing M2. To ex-
press mathematically this effect of the phase transition, one can
replace real temperature by the effective one, Teff, which
equals Tc at T 
 Tc and T at T 	 Tc:
Teff
1
2
signTc T 1Tc signT Tc 1T.
(7)
For the low-frequency vibrations the inequality h 
 kTc is
satisfied. Being interested in the M2 behavior only at T 	
Tc, we use the equation
cothi2kT  2kTi , (8)
and obtain from Eq. (4) that in harmonic approximation
M2 A kT 
i
Bi
2
mii
2 A BTeff. (9)
Temperature dependence of the HRP(CO)-BHA M2 is suc-
cessfully fitted using Eq. (9), parameters of the fit being
presented in Table 2.
Taking into account that A  0, one obtains from Eq. (9)
that heating of HRP(CO) from Tc (170–180 K) to room
temperature (300 K) can cause, at most, a 70% increase in
M2. The fact that this heating causes an increase of approx-
imately seven times (see Fig. 6 B) unequivocally shows that
the main contribution to the band broadening at T 	 Tc
stems from the coupling with strongly anharmonic motions
of the heme environment.
The simplest way to understand the origin of this anhar-
monicity is to assume that the heme environment can exist
in two energetically close states, the ground and excited
(Doster et al., 1989). In each state low-frequency motions
can be described as harmonic vibrations, but the B values
are different in the ground and excited states, Bgr and Bex,
respectively. The independence of M1 on temperature (Fig.
6 A) implies that the population of the excited substate does
not change the position of the CO band, and, consequently,
both substates are characterized by equal magnitudes of
	(CO).
FIGURE 6 Temperature dependence of the first (A) and second (B)
moments of the IR CO absorption band: experimental data on HRP(CO)
(), HRP(CO)-BHA (f), A0 band of Mb(CO) (‚), and A1 band of
Mb(CO) (Œ), and fit, obtained using Eq. (9) for A1 band of Mb(CO) and
HRP(CO)-BHA data and Eq. (10) for A0 band of Mb(CO) and HRP(CO)
(solid curves). The fitting parameters are presented in Table 2.
TABLE 2 Magnitudes of Parameters Describing
Temperature Dependence
Tc
K
Bgr
cm2
Bex
cm2
E
cm1
HRP(CO), pH 6.0 175 0.014 4.2 638
HRP(CO)-BHA, pH 6.0 175 0.049 N.D. 
Mb(CO), A0, pH 5.0 170 0.090 5.4 794
Mb(CO), A1, pH 6.8 170 0.084 N.D. 
N.D.: Not determined because the excited conformational substate is
hardly populated.
Magnitudes of the parameters describing temperature dependence of the IR
CO absorption bands of carbonmonoxy complexes of horseradish peroxi-
dase and myoglobin in different conditions.
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Denoting the energy gap between these two states by E
and assuming for simplicity that A1  0 (this assumption
means, that the bandwidth in the glassy matrix is caused by
a distribution of the heme environment along coordinates of
the same large-amplitude motions), one obtains
M2
1
1 exp  EkTeff
Bgr Bexexp  EkTeffTeff.
(10)
The experimental data were fitted using Eq. (10), the ob-
tained magnitudes of parameters being presented in Table 2.
Ansari et al. (1987) studied the temperature dependence
of M2 of the A0 (at pH 5.0) and A1 (at pH 6.8) bands of
complex sperm whale myoglobin with CO (MbCO). Their
results also can be fitted using general theory of band shape
and assuming that the glass-liquid phase transition freezes
in large-amplitude motions of the protein. Temperature de-
pendence of the A1 band can be fitted using Eqs. (7)-(9),
whereas interpreting the A0 band temperature dependence
we had to assume that an excited state is located close to the
ground one. Weak temperature dependence of the A0 band
M1 (Fig. 6 A) justifies usage of the Eq. (10) in this case also.
The results of the fitting procedure and magnitudes of the
fitting parameters are presented on Fig. 6 B and Table 2,
respectively.
One must be very careful about the magnitudes of pa-
rameters obtained in the fitting procedure. For example, it
was assumed in Eq. (10) that entropies of the ground and
excited states are equal, the probability of their population
being controlled only by the energy gap between them.
However, the entropy of the excited state can be very
different from the ground one. Unfortunately, the fitting
procedure does not allow to determine separately magni-
tudes of S, E, Bgr, and Bex. A change in the former leads
to corresponding change in the latter: the larger the S, the
larger the E, and smaller the Bex. Therefore, the obtained
E magnitude by no means can be considered a reliable
determination of the energy gap magnitude.
DISCUSSION
Q(0, 0) absorption band
It follows from the results of the fitting procedure that the
temperature-independent part ofM2 (A1) of HRP(CO)-BHA
is 3.5 times larger than that in HRP(CO). This difference
is caused by splitting of the Q(0, 0) band (d 320 cm1) in
the protein with BHA (Kaposi et al., 2001). The components
of the Q(0, 0) band are Gaussians of approximately equal
intensity (Fig. 3). It is simple to show that in this case the
splitting increases M2 by (
/2)
2. Subtraction of this contri-
bution from the value, obtained from the fit, gives A1 
0.1  104 cm2, this value being even lower than that for the
BHA free protein.
The effective constant of the electron-vibrational interac-
tion, B1, is approximately two times reduced by substrate
binding, the effective frequency being weakly affected. It
follows from this result and Eq. (6) that BHA binding
reduces the number or amplitude of vibrations contributing
to the band broadening.
There is a weak deviation of the experimental values
from the theoretical curve at T 	 Tc. This implies that the
Q(0, 0) absorption band is coupled mainly to the heme
vibrations, which are not affected by the glass-liquid phase
transition. This conclusion is supported by the fact that
temperature dependence of M1 (Fig. 4 A) of both com-
pounds is notable already in the glassy state (140–150 K),
and its character is not affected by the phase transition at
170–180 K.
Henriksen et al. (1998) showed that there are nonbonded
interactions between BHA and part of the heme periphery.
These contacts restrain the mobility of this part of the heme;
the higher the temperature, the stronger the restriction.
Consequently, the BHA binding is expected to diminish the
increase of the amplitude of the corresponding vibrations
upon heating. Assuming that these vibrations are coupled to
the Q(0, 0) transition, one comes to the conclusion that the
BHA binding is expected to reduce the temperature broad-
ening of this band. Because this part of the heme is not
exposed to the solvent, its vibrations are not expected to
depend strongly on the solvent phase transition. This con-
clusion corroborates with the presented above results that
the BHA binding reduces the temperature broadening of the
Q(0, 0), whereas the solvent glass-liquid phase transition
weakly affects it.
IR CO absorption band
In the case of the CO IR absorption band Bi is a constant of
the linear anharmonic coupling of the CO vibration to some
other i-th vibration. It can be a vibration of the heme or its
environment (protein amino acids or solvent molecules). In
the latter case the heme environment motion affects the IR
transition through the dynamically changing protein or/and
solvent electric fields. Interpretation of the experimental
data on the temperature dependence of M2 of the CO IR
absorption band of the HRP(CO) and Mb(CO) complexes
showed that it is controlled by the anharmonic coupling
with the heme environment. Therefore, M2, of the CO IR
absorption band of heme protein, provides information on
dynamics of the heme environment and its temperature
dependence; contribution of the coupling with other heme
modes hardly affects the temperature dependence under
consideration.
It has been shown experimentally (Park et al., 1991; Ray
et al., 1994; Laberge et al., 1996; Kaposi et al., 1999;
Phillips et al., 1999) that the CO frequency is strongly
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affected by the electric field produced by the heme envi-
ronment. The magnitude of the effect of the heme environ-
ment can be estimated based on results by Kushkuley and
Stavrov (1996, 1997). It follows from these works that a
unit charge can considerably affect 	(CO) only if amplitude
of this motion is of the order of 1 Å. Moreover, even large
amplitude (1 Å) motion of a charged particle can essen-
tially affect 	(CO) only if this particle is located not far
from the heme. Therefore, only large amplitude (and low-
frequency, as a result) motions of the atomic groups located
close to the heme can considerably contribute to the CO
band broadening.
Interpreting the experimentally observed M2 temperature
dependence of the HRP(CO) and Mb(CO) complexes, we
assumed that the solvent glass-liquid phase transition
strongly affects dynamics of the heme environment. This
assumption is supported by the results of all experimental
techniques used to study behavior of this protein: kinetics of
carbon monoxide rebinding (Austin et al., 1975; Ansari et
al., 1987; Steinbach et al., 1991; Post et al., 1993), x-ray
diffraction (Frauenfelder et al., 1979; Hartmann et al., 1982;
Parak and Knapp, 1984), Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy (Dvivedi
et al., 1979; Keller and Debrunner, 1980; Parak et al., 1982;
Mayo et al., 1983; Parak and Knapp, 1984; Frauenfelder et
al., 1988; Nienhaus et al., 1992a; Melchers et al., 1996),
inelastic neutron (Doster et al., 1989; Cusack and Doster,
1990) and x-ray scattering (Achterhold et al., 1996), optical
absorption spectroscopy in the visible and close ultraviolet
intervals (Cordone et al., 1986, 1988; Di Iorio et al., 1991;
Di Pace et al., 1992; Nienhaus et al., 1992; Cupane et al.,
1993; Boffi et al., 1994), and pressure effects on IR absorp-
tion (Frauenfelder et al., 1990), and resonance Raman
(Galkin et al., 1997) spectra. Melchers et al. (1996) showed
that changes in the optical absorption Soret band stem
mainly from changes in the structure and/or dynamics of the
heme group and its closest environment. All these results
show that the phase transition of the solvent induces
changes in the structure and dynamics of the whole protein
and, in particular, in electronic and vibrational structure of
the heme-imidazole unit. The results of Doster et al. (1987)
on kinetics of carbon monoxide recombination with HRP
show that dynamics of this protein is also affected by the
glass-liquid phase transition.
Taking into account the effect of the glass-liquid phase
transition allowed to explain the experimentally observed
temperature dependencies of the HRP(CO)-BHA CO band
and Mb(CO) A1 band as a result of the anharmonic coupling
of the CO vibration with motion of the heme environment
(Fig. 6 B).
The steep temperature dependencies of the HRP(CO)
band and Mb(CO) A0 band (Fig. 6 B) indicate that motion of
the heme environment is strongly anharmonic. Following
Doster et al. (1989), we assumed that an excited state is
located close to the ground one. In this approach the exper-
imentally observed temperature dependencies were success-
fully fitted, parameters of these two states being presented
in Table 2. It follows from the results that elastic constants
of the low-frequency motions of the heme environment are
much smaller and/or number of these vibrations is much
larger in the excited substate.
The very different properties of the ground and excited
states can be caused by the very different network of hy-
drogen bonds or specific electrostatic interactions in these
substates. In the ground substate this network strongly in-
creases the elastic constant and reduces the amplitude of the
heme environment motion, which contributes to the tem-
perature dependence under consideration. Consequently,
these motions weakly contribute to the CO band tempera-
ture broadening. In the excited state this network is broken,
at least partially. The active motions of the heme environ-
ment become of large amplitude and of low frequency, and,
consequently, strongly contribute to the M2 temperature
dependence. The presence of two close protein states (con-
formational substrates) with very different elastic properties
along some vibrational coordinate(s) causes strongly anhar-
monic character of the heme environment motion along
these coordinates.
Binding of substrate by HRP(CO) affects the protein
structure and dynamics in two ways (Henriksen et al.,
1998). First, it forms a number of hydrogen bonds with
amino acids of the heme pocket, including H42, R38, and
P139. Second, the easy access of solvent molecules to the
heme group is hindered by the motion of F68, which twists
to close the aqueous pore. Formation of hydrogen bonds
with the number of amino acids anchors their large-ampli-
tude motions, making the heme pocket more rigid (note that,
in general, the substrate binding does not necessarily make
protein more rigid, e.g., Gunsalus et al. (1977)). As a result,
the conformational substate, corresponding to the presence
of large amplitude motions, has much higher energy and
does not become populated even at room temperatures.
Hindrance of the solvent access reduces the number of the
solvent molecules located in the heme pocket comparing to
the free substrate enzyme (Gajhede et al., 1997). Contribu-
tion of the solvent molecules’ motion to the CO broadening
is also reduced. Combination of these two effects explains
strong difference between the temperature behavior of the
IR absorption spectra of these compounds.
From the same point of view, the difference between the
temperature behaviors of the A0 and A1 bands of Mb(CO)
can be understood (Fig. 6 B). It was shown (Morikis et al.,
1989; Zhu et al., 1992; Yang and Phillips, 1996; Kushkuley
and Stavrov, 1997; Mu¨ller et al., 1999) that A0 band corre-
sponds to the “open” protein conformation with the distal
histidine located out of the heme pocket, whereas the A1
band corresponds to the “closed” conformation with the
distal histidine located in the pocket. In the open conforma-
tion there is much more free space in the heme pocket and,
consequently, it can accommodate solvent molecules even
in the presence of the coordinated CO molecule. Moreover,
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in this conformation a number of hydrogen bond are broken
(in particular, the hydrogen bond between the heme propi-
onate group and Arg45), making the protein more flexible.
These structural differences cause much stronger tempera-
ture dependence of the A0 band compared with the A1 band.
One could assume that the temperature broadening under
consideration could be explained only invoking into con-
sideration effect of the solvent molecules located in the
heme pocket. In this case the ground state could correspond
to a state with solvent molecules bonded to an atom or
group of atoms forming the pocket, whereas the excited
state could correspond to a state where the solvent molecule
moves inside the pocket. This mechanism could explain the
high temperature CO band narrowing upon the substrate
binding to HRP(CO) or presence of the distal histidine in
the pocket of Mb(CO) as a result of a displacement of the
solvent molecules from the heme pocket. However, this
assumption does not explain the CO bandwidth indepen-
dence of temperature in the glassy state. Indeed, the phase
transition affects the protein dynamics and does not affect
directly binding of the solvent molecules inside the heme
pocket. Therefore, one must assume that the ground and
excited states under consideration correspond to different
conformational substates of the protein.
Note also that the low-temperature magnitudes of M2 of
the IR CO absorption bands of HRP(CO) and HRP(CO)-
BHA are very close, being in the framework of the exper-
imental error. The difference between the lowest tempera-
ture second moments of the corresponding Q(0, 0) bands
(taking into account the band splitting in HRP(CO)-BHA) is
also small. The effects of the substrate binding to HRP(CO)
on the width of the bands under consideration becomes
notable at higher temperatures. This result nicely corrobo-
rates with finding of Balog et al. (1997, 2000) that the
substrate binding weakly affects the compressibility of Mg-
mesoporphyrin-HRP at 1.7 K.
CONCLUSION
We considered how the protein globule modulates the func-
tion of the heme, and whether the viscosity of the exterior
solvent influences the polypeptide chain such that the heme
physical characteristics are changed. Two spectroscopic
markers were used, namely IR and visible absorption. Tem-
perature dependence of these markers depends on different
kinds of interactions.
It was shown that broadening of the Q(0, 0) band of
HRP(CO) and HRP(CO)-BHA mainly stems from electron-
vibrational interaction with the heme vibrations, the inter-
action with protein motions being considerably weaker.
Therefore, the width of this band is weakly affected by the
glass-liquid phase transition of the solvent.
In contrast, the contribution of the anharmonic coupling
of the CO vibration with the heme vibrations hardly con-
tributes to the CO IR absorption band. Therefore, broaden-
ing of this band stems mainly from the anharmonic coupling
with large amplitude motions of the heme pocket amino
acids and solvent molecules, if such motions are present. As
a result, constancy of the CO band shape of HRP(CO) and
Mb(CO) below temperature of the glass-liquid phase tran-
sition and its strong temperature dependence at higher tem-
peratures reflect very different properties of the protein in
the glassy and liquid states of the solvent. In the glassy state,
motions of the heme pocket amino acids are frozen in into
the solvent matrix and the width remains constant, whereas,
in the liquid state, amplitudes of these motions increase
upon heating and increase the bandwidth.
The very steep broadening of the CO band of HRP(CO)
and A0 band of Mb(CO) upon heating were interpreted as a
manifestation of the presence of an excited conformational
substate located close to the ground one. This excited sub-
state is characterized by the presence of large amplitude
vibrations of the heme pocket amino acids (and, probably,
solvent molecules located in the pocket), whereas in the
ground state these vibrations have considerably higher elas-
tic constants. This difference is caused most probably by
very different network of hydrogen bonds or specific elec-
trostatic interactions in these substates. In the ground sub-
state this network strongly increases the elastic constant and
reduces the amplitude of the heme pocket motions. In the
excited substate this network is broken, at least partially, the
corresponding elastic constants are considerably reduced
and the vibrations have large amplitude.
The substrate analog BHA forms a number of hydrogen
bonds with the heme pocket amino acids. These new bonds
“anchor” the amino acids, causing sharp increases in the
elastic constants of their motions. The BHA binding may
also hinder access of water into the pocket. As a result,
amplitudes of the motions under consideration are much
smaller and the interaction with them much weaker contrib-
utes to the CO band broadening. Therefore, the temperature
dependence of the CO band of HRP(CO)-BHA is much
weaker than that of HRP(CO). The substrate binding also
significantly weakens the temperature dependence of the
Q(0, 0) band, this weakening manifests strong reduction of
amplitudes of heme vibrations interacting with the S03 S1
electronic transition. The conclusion that the optical and IR
absorption spectra reflect interactions with different vibra-
tions is supported by the fact that the latter are very sensitive
to the glass-liquid phase transition of the solvent, whereas
the former are weakly affected by the phase transition.
It follows from our study that presence of the low-energy
flexible excited conformational substate is not an exclusive
property of HRP; it presents in other proteins also, e.g., in
myoglobin. It is possible that this substate is functionally
important, being responsible for the penetration of different
ligands into the heme pocket and their accommodation
there.
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